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On Jan. 8 the Salvadoran media reported the military has accepted a rebel proposal to exchange
political prisoners for an officer captured by the guerrillas in 1985. Joint Army Chief of Staff Gen.
Adolfo Onecifero Blandon reportedly presented a list to San Salvador's Archbishop of 48 prisoners
the Army is willing to turn over to the rebels. The Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front
(FMLN) has proposed the exchange on numerous occasions in the past 16 months. Civilian and
military authorities repeatedly refused to deal with the rebels on this issue. Col. Omar Napoleon
Avalos was kidnapped by the FMLN in October 1985 shortly after 98 wounded rebels were
permitted to leave the country and 22 political prisoners were released in exchange for the return
of President Jose Napoleon Duarte's daughter, Ines. Ines was kidnapped by the FMLN, and was
in rebel hands for 44 days. The "Ines affair" constituted one of the most serious crises faced by
President Duarte. He became the target of vehement criticism from the ultra-right and military
hierarchy for his decision to accept the exchange. Among other things, he was accused of weakness
and incompetence. During the Christmas season last month, the FMLN permitted entry of Avalos's
relatives for a visit into rebel-controlled areas. According to RADIO VENCEREMOS, the visit was a
goodwill gesture, evidence of the rebels' willingness to "humanize the war."
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